
 

Fleas to flu to coronavirus: How 'death ships'
spread disease through the ages
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One of the haunting images of this pandemic will be stationary cruise
ships—deadly carriers of COVID-19—at anchor in harbours and
unwanted. Docked in ports and feared.

The news of the dramatic spread of the virus on the Diamond Princess
from early February made the news real for many Australians who'd
enjoyed holidays on the seas. Quarantined in Yokohama, Japan, over
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700 of the ship's crew and passengers became infected. To date, 14
deaths have been recorded.

The Diamond Princess's sister ship, the Ruby Princess, brought the
pandemic to Australian shores. Now under criminal investigation, the
events of the Ruby Princess forced a spotlight on the petri dish cruise
ships can become. The ship has been linked to 21 deaths.

History shows the devastating role ships can play in transmitting viruses
across vast continents and over many centuries.

Rats in the ranks

Merchant ships carrying rats with infected fleas were transmitters of the 
Plague of Justinian (541-542 AD) that devastated the Byzantine Empire.

Ships carrying grain from Egypt were home to flea-infested rats that fed
off the granaries. Contantinople was especially inflicted, with estimates
as high as 5,000 casualties a day. Globally, up to 50 million people are
estimated to have been killed—half the world's population.

The Black Death was also carried by rats on merchant ships through the
trade routes of Europe. It struck Europe in 1347, when 12 ships docked
at the Sicilian port of Messina.

Subsequently called "death ships," those on board were either dead or
sick. Soon, the Black Death spread to ports around the world, such as
Marseilles, Rome and Florence, and by 1348 had reached London with
devastating impact.
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https://www.cruisemapper.com/accidents/Diamond-Princess-534
https://www.cruisemapper.com/accidents/Diamond-Princess-534
https://www.smh.com.au/national/nsw/police-to-probe-second-ruby-princess-voyage-as-part-of-criminal-investigation-20200417-p54kpo.html
https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2020/may/05/ruby-princess-was-initially-refused-permission-to-dock-over-coronavirus-fears-inquiry-told
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/29737663
https://academic.oup.com/past/article-abstract/244/1/3/5532056?redirectedFrom=fulltext
https://www.history.com/news/microbe-behind-black-death-also-caused-devastating-plague-800-years-earlier
https://www.historyextra.com/period/medieval/plague-black-death-quarantine-history-how-stop-spread/


 

  

The people of Tournai bury victims of the Black Death. Credit: Wikimedia
Commons

The Italian writer, poet and scholar, Giovanni Boccaccio, wrote how
terror swept through Florence with relatives deserting infected family
members. Almost inconceivably, he wrote, "fathers and mothers refused
to nurse their own children, as though they did not belong to them."

Ships started being turned away from European ports in 1347. Venice
was the first city to close, with those permitted to enter forced into a
40-day quarantine: the word "quarantine" derives from the Italian 
quarantena, or 40 days.

By January 1349, mass graves proliferated outside of London to bury the
increasing numbers of dead.
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https://www.historyextra.com/period/medieval/black-death-oh-father-why-have-you-abandoned-me/
https://www.historyextra.com/period/medieval/plague-black-death-quarantine-history-how-stop-spread/


 

Army and naval ships, as well as travelers around the globe, also carried
cholera pandemics throughout the 19th century. In the first pandemic in
1817, British army and navy ships are believed to have spread cholera
beyond India where the outbreaks originated.

By the 1820s, cholera had spread throughout Asia, reaching Thailand,
Indonesia, China and Japan through shipping. British troops spread it to
the Persian Gulf, eventually moving through Turkey and Syria.

Subsequent outbreaks from the 1820s through to the 1860s relied on
trade and troops to spread the disease across continents.

At war with the Spanish Flu

The Spanish influenza of 1918-1919 was originally carried by soldiers
on overcrowded troop ships during the first world war. The rate of
transmission on these ships was rapid, and soldiers died in large
numbers.

One New Zealand rifleman wrote in his diary in September 1918:
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https://www.history.com/topics/inventions/history-of-cholera
https://www.history.com/topics/inventions/history-of-cholera
http://dx.doi.org/10.3201/eid1811.AD1811


 

  

The SS Port Darwin returned from Europe, docked at Portsea, Victoria. Soldiers
are waiting to pass through a fumigation chamber to protect Australia against the
Spanish Flu. Credit: Australian War Memorial

"More deaths and burials total now 42. A crying shame but it is only to
be expected when human beings are herded together the way they have
been on this boat."

The flu was transmitted throughout Europe in France, Great Britain,
Italy and Spain. Three-quarters of French troops and over half of British
troops fell ill in 1918. Hundreds of thousands of US soldiers traveling on
troop ships across the Atlantic and back provided the perfect conditions
for transmission.

The fate of cruising
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A new and lethal carrier in the 21st century has emerged in the pleasure
industry of cruise ships. The explosion of cruise holidays in the past 20
years has led to a proliferation of luxury liners plying the seas.

Like historical pandemics, the current crisis shares the characteristic of
rapid spread through ships.

The unknown is in what form cruise ships will continue to operate.
Unlike the port-to-port trade and armed forces that carried viruses across
continents centuries ago, the services cruise lines offer are non-essential.

Whatever happens, the global spread of COVID-19 reminds us "death
ships" are an enduring feature of the history of pandemics.

This article is republished from The Conversation under a Creative
Commons license. Read the original article.
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